
 
 
Java Training by Sathya Technologies lets you build the applications for data 
analytics and gain skills in programming by expressing concepts in fewer lines of 
code. Python supports a number of coding methodologies, including object-oriented 
programming and structured programming, it can be used to develop for a variety of 
uses including the Web and other applications that need a programmable interface. 

Why This Course? 

 Avg. Salary for Java $102,852 PA. 
 Devops has a market share of about 10% 
 Used by top industries across various business Verticals. Ex: Bloomberg, 

Kargo, Adaptive Management..etc 

 

About Course 

“Write Once, Run Anywhere (WORA)” – JAVA was designed as a general-purpose, 
class-based, Object- Oriented programming language. JAVA is the most popular 
programming language for Client-Server applications with over 10 million developers 
worldwide. Developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems in 1995 JAVA derives 
much of its syntax from C and C++. 

The training on JAVA by Sathya Technologies offers deep understanding of 
fundamentals and practical usage of the programming language. Starting with 
CORE JAVA, the course covers Advance Java and J2EE and working on the 
various Tools like ECLLIPS, STRUTS STUDIO, STYLUS STUDIO. The course 
material and course curriculum is designed to meet the current industry needs. 

How the program will be conducted 

Sathya Technologies with its start-of- art class rooms and Lab infrastructure at 
Ameerpet Hyderabad offer the best and most conducive learning environment, with 
a team of highly skilled trainers having years of industry experience. Classroom 
trainings will be conducted on a daily basis. Practical exercises are provided for the 
topics conducted on daily basis to be worked upon during the lab session. Online 
session conducted through the virtual classroom also have the same program flow 
with theory and practical sessions. Our Labs can be accessed online from across 
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the world allowing our online training student to make the best use of the 
infrastructure from the comfort of their home. 

Online session conducted through the virtual classroom also have the same 
program flow with theory and practical sessions.  Our Labs can be accessed online 
from across the world allowing our online training student to make the best use of 
the infrastructure from the comfort of their home. 

Career Opportunities in JAVA 

JAVA programmers will always remain hot commodities for the IT industry as JAVA 
is the most preferred programming language for Client-Server application 
developments. Opportunities as senior/junior JAVA developer is a constant 
requirement across IT industry.  Training programs on JAVA programming by 
Sathya Technologies focuses on empowering the students with the latest concepts 
and industry specific topics.  Our well experienced trainer and well planned course 
materials ensures for 100% success in interviews. 

Who can learn? 

Targeted Audience 

 Students / Fresher’s 
 Software programmers 
 Testing Engineers 
 Web Developers 

Pre-Requisite for learning the course 

Basic understanding of C C++ programming language. The understanding of Object-
Oriented programming constructs will be an added advantage. 

Best java training institutes in hyderabad 
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